into battle
is doing itself, but what is not always seen is what is being done by
others. I say that the hard responsibility for the failure to fulfil
the promises made to us rests upon those who have governed and
guided this Island for the last five years, that is to *ay, from the date
when German rearmament in real earnest became apparent and
known."
I certainly did not attempt to join in a man-hunt of Lord
Swinton. I was very glad to-day to hear the Prime Minister's
tribute to him. Certainly he deserves our sympathy. He had
the confidence and friendship of the Prime Minister, he had the
confidence and support of an enormous Parliamentary majority;
yet he has been taken from his post at what, I think, is the worst
moment in the story of air expansion. It may be that in a few
months there will be a considerable flow of aircraft arriving, yet
he has had to answer for his record at this particularly dark moment
for him. I was reading the other day a letter from the great Duke
of Marlborough, in which he said : " To remove a General in the
midst of a campaign—that is the mortal stroke."
Why was he removed ?     Certainly not because of the incon-
venience to the House of Commons.1   The Prime Minister had
given conclusive  arguments against that  on former occasions.
When we asked for an inquiry we were told at the beginning
of   the   Session    and,   later,   now,   " You   cannot   have   an
inquiry;    that would   be  a  court-martial  on  Lord   Swiuton,"
So there has been no court-martial.   What has happened has been
a private execution.   Now there is, apparently, not even to be the
usual post-mortem;   or, shall I say, coroner's inquest f    This is
a strange episode, I must say, in Parliamentary history*    I have
not seen the like in my time.   It almost seemed to me that occult
forces were at work.   Have votes of confidence no longer the virtue
to sustain a Minister ?   Are they to be taken so much as a matter
of course, a mere formality, that they no longer affect the Govern-
ment ?    Can the earnest desire of hundreds of Members, acting in
a particular way, no longer convey that sense of strength to the
administration ?   Are the facts more powerful than the votes that
are given in the Lobby ?   Is our business in the House of Commons
to be settled outside ?   If so, it is a new development and I must
say that I prefer the older system when Members voted with greater
independence and Governments practised a more virile candour,
, ' But there is another reason why I am far from being reassured,
and why I do not think the Prime Minister has taken the best course
in the circumstances.   It will be many months before my right hon.
1 It had been argued that it was a disadvantage to have a Peer M Air Minister,

